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- 2 SUl!lfARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the general framework of the completion of an Internal energy
market, the Commission considers It necessary to achieve a more open
Internal market for natural gas.
In the present sltuat /on where for pract leal and technical reasons
there Is no competition between gas suppliers for sales to endconsumers In the Community, there Is a lack of competitive pressure on
gas companies to operate efficiently and minimise costs.
In order to Improve the efficiency of the gas supply system and create
Hgas to gasH competition to the benefit of the consumer, the Commission
proposes the following Mstep-by-stepM approach:
a)

The setting up (Directive Article tooa EEC) of modalities for the
application of transit rights between gas companies of the
Community In the high-pressure grid of the EC;

b)

The setting up of an organisation of representatives of the
ent/ ties res pons lble for the high-pressure gas pi pelf ne systems.
This organisation will be required, upon request by the Commission,
to help with the modalities for claims to transit rights and, when
necessary, to seek reconciliation between the parties In case of
difficulty and to produce an annual report on Its activities;

c)

The setting up, by the Commission, of a consultation process by
establishing two consultative committees - the first with the
Member States; the second with the sectorlel Interests Involved In order to discuss If third-party access to a European transport
system needs to be organised and, when necessary, under what
conditions, In order to ensure an Implementation which will
guarantee the preservation of the quality of service to the
consumer and the security of supply.

The net benefit for the Community as a whole of Introducing a system of
third-party access to the gas transmission grid has been evaluated at
some 625 million ECU per annum. It should be stressed that there are
a/so Important Indirect advantages resulting from Increased competitive
behaviour of gas companies whose wide beneficial Impact In the longer
run on all gas consumers cannot be quantified.
d)

Improvements In the Informative procedure and consultation on
future Community Investments In the natural gas transport sector.
This Is the subject of a separate Communication from the Commission
on energy Investments.
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Introduction
7.

The European Commission has expressed In Its Working Document of
Uay 7988(1) the need to achieve a more open Internal market for
gas. Specifically, this theme appeared In the Council Resolution of
September 1986 on new Community energy policy objectives for
7995( 2) which referred to Mgreater I ntegrat Jon,
free from
barriers to trade, of the Internal energy market with a view to
Improving security of supply, reducing costs and Improving
economic competitiveness·.

2.

The Comml ss /on· s IVork I ng Document presented a comprehens /ve
Inventory of possible barriers to trade In gas and Identified
priority areas for action to remove the most significant barriers.
The priorities Included the following:
a)

greater price transparency for non-tariff sales, especiallY In
the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany;

b)

harmonisation of taxation on energy;

c)

the possibility of third-party access to the grid In return
for a reasonable carriage charge.

3.

The Commission has undertaken to examine each of the potential
obstacles listed In the Inventory and w/11 report to the Council
as these examinations are completed. As a matter of priority, the
Council requested the Commission to submit Its views on the
obstacles to Community gas trade and on the third-party access
concept during the course of 7989. This Communication addresses
these questions with reference to the structure of the gas
Industry, the Interests of the consumers and the need for more
competl t I on. As part of Its assessment, the CommIssIon hD.s taken
Into consideration the results of studies carried out, at Its
request, by an Independent consultant as well as the various
opinions which were brought to Its attention by the JJember States'
gas experts, the o/1 and gas Industry, consumer associations and
other Interested parties. The Commission a/so looked at the system
of third-party access which exists In the United Kingdom and In
the United States.

4.

In order to Improve the efficiency of the gas supply system and
create ·gas to gas· competition to the benefit of the consumer,
the Commission proposes the following •step-by-step· approach:

a'

the setting up of a Council Directive (Legal basis: Article 700a
EEC) on the modalities of setting up an obligation for natural gas
transit between gas companies of the Community for the highpressure grid of the EC;

(1)
(2)

COM(88) ~38 final. The Internal Energy Market.
O.J. no C 241 of 25.09.86.
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b)

a dctnlled consultation procedure for all concerner.J ro dcUn~ the
conditions under which It would be possible to give cxpEJndcd
general access to third parties (notably public dlstrlbuters ~ndlor
Industrial consumers) to transport systems.

Additionally, In a separate Communication (COM(89) 335), a draft
Council Regulation envisages communication to the Commission of all
Investment projects of Community Interest In the natural gas
sector, so that the Commission may make such observations on these
projects as will enhance the Community dimension.

PART I

/l!PORTANT ASPECTS OF TilE NATURAL GAS SECTOR

A.

Specific characteristics

a)

Role of natural gas In the total energy balance

5.

In the framework of the Community energy policy objectives,
natural gas contributed significantly to the objective of
diversification of energy supplies away from off and to the further
development of the Community's own energy resources.
Between 1975 and 1988, natural gas more than doubled Its share In
the total Community energy balance to achieve a present share of
18%.
The current natural gas share of gross energy consumption varies
widely across Alember States: there are some "mature" gas markets In
a number of countries (the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Italy,
Germany, France, Belgium, Luxembourg) and In some other (Greece,
Portugal, Denmark, Ireland, Spain) there are plans to develop new
gas Industries or considerably expand existing ones.
For the future, the Commission envisages a continuing and Important
role for gas In a diversified mix of energy supplies for the
Community.

b)

Organisational structure of the gas Industry

6.

The way In which the gas Industry Is structured and organised
varies quite widely across Member States, although certain common
features emerge In a number of cases. Typically, gas production
(where It takes place) tends to be organisationally separate from
transmission and distribution. Frequently, exploration and production activities Involve a wider range of International ott and gas
company Interests than do the "downstream·· operations of the gas
Industry. Gas production In most Alember States /s not, therefore, a
State monopoly or near-monopoly act Jvlty. Nevertheless, there Is
very considerable State Involvement In the upstream gas Industry In
major gas-consuming countries such as France and Italy, for
example.

-

r;)

-

7

0u//: !!l!~ lt:~ptJrtlng r..n~f trc.n~cl:;slon, In contrast to production, Is
on ::.ctlvity carried out /Jy a single national organlc.?.tlon In tt;e
·,;n:t r.w}or/ty of Comr:wnlt}l Member StBtes. In 2 good many cases,
thrt organisation is nlso 100% owned !Jy t/12 StCJte (In D2nm:!rf:,
1 U:/y,
Soaln and the Reoubllc of lrelhnrf, for ex<Jmple) l'lflile In
other cases (De/glum and the Netherlands) there Is mixed owncr::.h/p
l'tft/, con::;/dcrD.b/e State Involvement and control. Tne United .•~tngcfom
now provides an Interest lng except /on to tl>c gcm~ral pat tern In
that (pending the emergence of compel/tors) ttwre I!; cl prlvate!yO!'I!led monopoly seller which Is likely to remain the donlnc:.nt bulk
transporter of naturBI gas. Only In West Germany arc there several
mn}or Importing tronsmlsslon conpanles, but In practice t/1.--:y tend
to cooperate rather than compete for bulk purchases and one of then
Is very much clor.Jinant In terms of size and Importance, as over 70%
of ~as sold In West Germany passes through Its hands.

8.

Only In France and the United Kingdom arc gas transmission And
distribution activities vertically
Integrated within a single
compDny, though the Republic of Ireland Is a/so n:ovlng In this
direction. In other cnses, c1 single nntlonal transmission company
/s conplcncntcd by a number of regional or locnl gas dlsirlbutton
compnn!es, many of which arc municipally o!med. The West German
s/tuat !on
Is somewhat exceptional, In that there Is a third
/n(/Ustry tier of regional transnlsslon companies between the main
Importing utilities and the distributors. Belgium Is a/so InterestIng In that there Is an unusually high proportion of private ownership In the distribution sector.
1'-'herc transmission and distribution activities are separate, the
usual arrangement Is for the national transmission company to sell
geD direct to lnrgcr consumers as well as to the distributors, who
th•-:Jn on-sell to llouschold!J and other smaller gas users.

9.

As mentioned nbovc,

the structure of the Ylest German gas Industry
Is partlcularlv complex and may r.1ertt some separD.tc discussion,
given the siz~ of the West Germ::1n marl:et and Its central Importance
to the Integrated gas grid In Western Europe. The ownership pattern
Is a complicated web of cross-holdings and sub-holdings which
Involves a number of major IVest German Industrial and mining
concerns as well as some of the major International oil companies
or tflalr West German subsidiaries. Although there Is some Indirect
public sector Interest, the degree of private ownership In the main
West G(]rman gas transnlsslon companle!J I!J !J/gnlflcantly higher than
In most other Member States.
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B.

Community gas trBde

a)

The European gas transmission network

10. The
cooperation
which
exists
between
most
European
gas
transmission companies /s reflected In the existence of a rather
well-/ ntegrated European gas gr ld which current /y covers France,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, West Germany, Denmark and
Italy, together with Austria and Switzerland. Some Member States
arc not yet Interconnected to the European gas gr ld (the Unl ted
K.l ngdom, I ref and, Spat n. Greece and Portugal). The number of gas
trunkllnes In Western Europe Is relatively limited. Their ownership
/s concentrated In the hands of a small number of major gas
ut II It les and (to a lesser extent) lnternat tonal off companies
which sometimes operate In the framework of joint ventures.

b)

The Importance of Community qas trade

11. Natural gas flows In the Interconnected European grid are quite
Important. In 1988, half of the gas consumed In the Community was
the result of International transactions between Member States and
with third countries. Based on the latest forecasts of A/ember
States, It Is estimated that In 2000 the Importance of Internat lonal gas transact Ions between Member States and with thl rd
countries will
remain high In relation to total consumption
(± 50%). Recent forecasts made by the lEA and other professional
Institutions estimate an even higher degree.

12. The transit of gas within the Community, crossing one or more
Afember States, represented, In 7987 (latest figure available),
± 22% of total gas Imports (Intra + extra EC). In 2000, the Importance of gas transit within the EC, based on Member States' forecasts, w/11 grow to around 33% of total gas Imports (Intra+ extra
EC) as set out below:
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Contracted Gas Exports/Imports In Transit through a Member State
(year 2000, In mtoe)

Exporter

Importer

In transit thrOU2h

Netherlands
Netherlands

France
Italy

Netherlands
Norway
Norway
Norway

Luxembourg*
Netherlands
France
Spain

USSR

France

Belgium
West Germany/
Switzerland
Belgium
West Germany
Belgium
Belgium/
France
West Germany

Volume
3.8

3.3
0.4
3.8
6.3
0.8
9.1

27.5**

PART II
A.

TrY/lARDS A UORE OPEN

GAS

UARK.ET

The need for oore competition In the gtJs sector

13. Natural gas supply within the Community Is characterised (see
above. paragraphs 7 and 8) by a ser les of nat tonal, regional or
local monopolies. Although gas competes with other fuels In most of
Its end-markets - such as heavy fuel oil for Industrial steam
raising and electricity or gaso/1 for space heating In the household sector - there Is for pract leal and technical reasons no
competition between gas suppliers for sales to end-consumers
anywhere In the Community. In cases where competition from other
fuels /s not particularly Intense, there Is a lack of competitive
pressure on gas suppliers to operate efficiently and minimise
costs.
In the framework of the achievement of a single market for energy,
the basic question Is how to Improve the efficiency of tile gas
supply system and create ~gas to gas~ competition to the benefit of
the consumer.

Indirect Imports,
(luxembourg).

on-sold

by

Dlstrlgaz

(Belgium)

to

Soteg

This figure of 27.5 mtoc represents 28.7% of total gas Imports
alrf.'ady contracted for 2000 (Intra + oxtrn EC). It does not
tak(; Into account tho transit of additional oas Imports \'Ihlch
wl I I be necessary to cover the oxpoct0d total demand of
2~l0 r.1toc In ~"00. If th!~; I~ t:-J:en Into a<count, the percentage
would rlso to± 33%.
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n.

·aas to gas· competition

74. Besides Introducing In effect transit between operators of the
high-pressure grid, the Commission considered the posslbll tty to
achieve "gas to gas" competition through the introduction, at
Community level, of a system of third-party (e.g. large Industrial
consumers) access to the European transmission grid.
In that context, the Commission examined what would be the advantages and drawbacks of Introducing such a system for the consumers,
for the gas Industry and for the Community as a whole.
In particular, the Commission looked at the following Issues:
a)

would third-party access lead to lower prices by providing
Incentives for producers to compete one with another?

b)

Would lower prices and greater competition have an Impact on
the development of domestic resources and on security of
supply?

c)

Would the potential benefits outweigh the potential drawbacks?

15. The principal potential advantages and drawbacks of Introducing a
system of third-party access were Identified as follows:
Advantages
a)

the possibility of lower gas purchase prices, If direct
marketing opportunities lead gas producers to compete more
aggressively for market share;

b)

the erosion (through third-party access arrangements) of
monopoly profits on certain high-margin gas sales to Industrial
customers;

c)

some Increased competitive pressure on gas utilities to reduce
overheads and operate more efficiently;

d)

wider gas purchase options (and therefore,
prices) for new gas-fired power stations:

e)

Increased options for UK gas producers to sell Into the rest of
the Community, Increasing the likelihood of a cross-Channel
/Ink and further Integration.

possibly,

lower

Drawbacks
a)

the possibility In a tighter gas market than exists today, that
competition between new and existing bulk gas buyers could lead
to a "bidding up" of gas purchase prices:

b)

possible Increases In selling prices to small consumers, to
compensate gas utilities for any loss of Industrial market
profits:
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c)

Increased market uncertainty which might put at risk the
necessary long-term Investments In gas supply capacity, both
within and outside the Community, and the security of supply;

d)

adverse consequences of market uncertainty for the development
of ·new· or Infant gas Industries.

16. The Harder of magnitude" of the financial
access has been evaluated as follows:
16.1

Impact of third-party

Border gas prices
It Is worthwhile noting that the International gas market /s
scarcely a model of atomistic perfect competition.
In
cont lnental
Europe
It
Is
effect lvely
oligopolist lei
ollgopsonlstlc, with perhaps only three or four large potential
sources of Incremental gas for the coming ten to fifteen years
which would be able to sell directly to consumers (USSR,
Norway, Alger/a and, maybe, the Netherlands) and buying
consort I a which effect lvely reduce the number of Independent
buyers to a handful. This market Is therefore unlikely to
function /Ike a perfectly competitive market, even If thirdparty access were to double or treble the number of buyers.
In this current situation, the Impact of a third-party access
system on gas Import purchase prices must be regarded as an
open question as so much depends on the strategy of the signifIcant players.
Intensified competition may take place to some extent where
I arge new markets are avail able (gas-fIred power generation,
for example), but widespread price cutting seems most unlikely
In the olfgopollstlc conditions of the European gas market.
Nevertheless,
there would be some Increased compet It /ve
pressure on existing gas buyers to negotiate the best possible
Import deals for their Incremental supplies. It Is therefore
expected that there would be a fairly modest reduction In the
average cost of gas Imported Into the Community (2-3%) and some
reduction In the cost of new gas production within the
Community, as a result of Increased competitive pressure.
Taking this Into account. the total •gas cost• benefit might be
250 million ECU per annun by 2000 for the Community as a whole.
This figure excludes the UK on the grounds that third-party
access legislation already exists and a decision to Introduce a
Community-wide system of third-party access would have little
additional effect.
These benefits are likely to be achieved If the current
Hbuyers· market" conditions persist. In a "sellers' market",
the Increased number of bulk gas purchasers resulting from
third-party access rights might exacerbate the tendency to "bid
up" the level of prices where gas Is perceived to be becoming
In short supply. It Is however necessary to say that, based on
a very favourable gas reserves situation of traditional and
potential suppliers of the Community, It seems likely that a
"buyers' market" situation would remain for the next ten to
fifteen years.

-

16.2
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Gas Industry efficiency

The competitive threat of direct marketing will also bring some
additional pressure to bear on gas utilities to operate more
efficiently and reduce their no~-gas costs, especially at the
level of transmission. The efficiency benefit Is estimated nt
about 250 million ECU per nnnum by 2000 for the Community ns n
whole.
16.3

Income distribution effects
Some European transmission companies might suffer a direct loss
In trading profit In the event of third-party use of their
systems. It Is assumed that those whose profitability Is
currently below a unormal u level would pass on the Increased
unit costs to smaller domestic and commercial customers, In
order to protect an already poor financial position.

On the other hand, under a third-party access regime, very
large local or regional distribution companies would a/so be
able to choose between a range of suppliers. These local or
regional distribution companies would be exercising their
considerable market power on behalf of the smaller consumers
and might negotiate better terms than those obtained by large
Industrial consumers. As the city-gate prices are negotiated by
organIsatIons representIng both the sma II er and the I arger
distribution companies, the smaller ones will a/so take
advantage of the possibility for the larger ones to negotiate
better terms.
To the extent that third-party access causes transmission
companies to suffer a loss of profit, we would expect to see:

16.4

transmission
I ta/y, West

a)

redistribution
of
Income
from
companies to Industrial users In
Germany and the United Kingdom; and

b)

redistribution from small consumers to large users
In Belgium and Spain.

A/aero-economic effects
To the extent that third-party .access lea'ds to lower Industrial
gas prices, It might be expected to contribute to an Improved
Community trade performance In world markets for manufactured
goods and thus to an Increased level of economic activity In
the longer term. Although some manufactured goods (such as
nltrogeneous fertilisers) are very gas Intensive, the cost of
gas accounts for only around 0.5% of output value for EC
Industrial production as a whole. For this reason, the external
'trade effect /s likely to be relatively modest. An nnnunl
benefit of nround 125 nllllon ECU per nnnum hns been estimated
on a very tentntlve bnsls.
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76.5

overview
For the Community as a whole, the best est/mates for the year
2000 are as follows:
a)

reduced border prices and Community gas production
costs -around 250 million ECU per annum, provided
that ·buyers' market· conditions persist;

b)

Increased gas
Industry efficiency
250 million ECU per annum; and

C)

macro-economic
(trade)
125 million ECU per annum.

benefit

around
about

The cot:Jblned benefit of some 625 ml II /on ECU per annum Is
equivalent to around 2% of the Community's projected total
annual gas supply costs In 2000. One should stress again the
Norder of magn/tudeH nature of these results and the dangers of
misinterpretation. For example, there are likely to be resource
allocation benefits from eliminating monopoly profits that we
were not able to quantify. Also, the possible negative effect
on supply security has not been calculated In financial terms.
17.

The Commission's evaluation Is that the major direct benefits of
third-party access would accrue to very large gas users, although
there Is a potential for small electricity consumers to benefit
Indirectly from the competitive pricing of gas to combined-cycle
power generatIon. Ued I um-s I zed IndustrIa I companIes who cou I d not
themselves purchase direct might nevertheless form purchasing
consortia or buy through Independent gas marketers/traders.
The Commission w/11 remain vigilant to the fact that an Increase In
intra-Community trade of natural gas, together with an Improvement
In the competition situation, should have an appropriate Influence
on the price paid by all consumers.
Even If the system of third-party access were not heavily used,
however, there may still be advantages In the mere potential for
competition to take place If third-party access In Itself causes
modifications
to
restrictive
or
anti-competitive
bus/ness
behaviour.
In a general sense, therefore, It may be said that an open,
flexible gas supply system /s more likely to be beneficial than
otherwise.

-
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A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO TJIE PROBLEJJ: PROPOSALS FOR TilE
FUTURE

PART Ill

18. To achieve a more open gas market, the Commission /s examining the
following questions to which the answers would permit an opening up
of the market beyond the present transit situation. These questions
on which the Commission will report separately to the Council have
the following objectives:
a)

ensuring
that
competition
within
the
new
environment Is not distorted by State aids,
predatory pricing or by discriminatory, collusive
or other anti-competitive practices on the part of
gas Industry players;

b)

removing barriers to free competition In natural
created by statutory monopolies, exclusive
rights, statutory restrictions and restrictive
commercial agreements;
gas

b)
C)

bls

making uniform the common commercial policy,
Including extension to the natural gas sector;
the expediency of repealing the Directive on gas In
power plants, albeit this point Is less pertinent
than a) and b) above. This would create a large new
market for gas, allowing more room for competition.
The Commission Intends to come back to this Issue
In the framework of the preparation of new
Community energy policy objectives.

In that perspective, the Commission a/so considers It necessary
I)

II)

to establish the modalities necessary with a view
to ~uaranteeing the free circulation of natural gas In
the Community,
to

Introduce ·gas to gas· compet It ton through a

system of third-party access to the transmission
grid,
Ill)

to actively promote a Community dimension
Investments In the transmission system.

of

To provide an answer to these Issues, the Commission envisages a
·step-by-step· approach as follows:

-

Introduction of ll legal
enforcing the obi/gat /on
Community

A.
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Instrument on the modalities Of
to transit natural gas In the

19. As explained above (paragraphs 11 and 12), there Is already a
great deal of International trade In gas In the Community.
Natural gas circulates within the Integrated grid through arrangements between pipeline owners. We have referred, In paragraph 10,
to a number of joint venture pipelines which carry gas on behalf of
the partners In the joint venture.
Gas /s a/so transported on a tariffed rather than a joint venture
basts. These arrangements are almost all made on long-term basis

between gas utilities.
20. There may be restr lctlons to the free flow of natural gas over
national borders due to the existence of some legislation or adminIstrative obstacles to gas trade (see paragraph 18) which may
prevent normal commercial arrangements between Interested parties.
In view of achieving a more Integrated European gas market, It
seems necessary that the right of transit set up In principle by
the EEC Treaty be effectively enforced by Member States.
A draft Council Directive on this subject Is attached In annex
(legal basis: Article 100a).
It contains the modalities for
enforcing the right of transit for the transport of natural gas
between transmission companies.
21. In

order

to assist

the Commission In the preparation of the
Increased access to transit, It will set
up a representative body of organisations responsible for the
networks.
necessary modalities for

This organisation will be responsible for assisting the Commission
In studying, when requested:
the conditions (technical, financial, legal) of transit;
the appropriate measures to encourage the development of
exchanges and Improve the Infrastructure through shared
developments;
the conditions required to encourage advanced cooperation In
the development of new equipment for the production or
transport of gas;
t/1e possibilities for cooperation with entitles In the third
countries.
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the Commission's request, this organ/sat ton will equJ.IIy be
responsible to act as a pr/vltedged forum where one would seck to
secure ngreement, by conciliation, between the companies concerned
on transit operations, which are In the Community Interest.
Finally, this organisation will make an annual report to the
Commission on Its activities.
At

22. Finally,
In order to be able to avoid distortions and
discrimination during the limited phase of the setting up of
transit rights, and because of the different strategies, past and
present, followed In the A/ember States to put In place arrangements
for production, commercialisation and distribution, methods of
Investment financing and production Itself, the Commission will
establish, before 1 July 1990, transparency regarding the following
elements:
financing of Investments;
arrangements
relative to the
financing of production,
commercialisation and the distribution of natural gas In the
Member States.
Third-party access

B.

23. In view of the abovementioned evaluation (see paragraphs 14 to
17), the Commission proposes the following:
(/)

the Commission will pursue Its consultation with
all Interested parties during a maximum period of
one year In order to examine In depth whether
third-party access to the European transport system
needs to be organ I sed, and, If so, under what
conditions, In order to guarantee the maintenance
of the quality of service to consumers and supply
security ..
For that purpose, It will set up two consultative
committees, one with Member States and the other
with the Interested parties (producers, transmission and distribution companies and consumers).

(II)

on the basis of this consultation, the Commission
will take Its decision concerning the Introduction
of a system of third-party access to the gas
transmission grid.
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c.

Promotion of the Community dimension In
transmission system

lnvcstt:~ents

In the

24. The objective Is to ensure that the Investment decision taken by
Individual gas companies will take Into account the possibilities
to further
Interconnect and Improve the coherence of the
Integration process of the European gas grid. This Is the subject
of a separate Communication from the Commission on energy
Investments.

"'

"'

"'

J\WJEX

Proposal for a
~~-COUNCIL

DIRECTIVE

ON THE TRANSIT OF NATURAL GAS
THROUGH THE UAJOR SYSTEUS

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the
Community. and In particular Article 100a thereof,

European

Economic

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission.
In cooperation with the European Parliament,
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee.
Whereas It Is necessary to adopt the measures requIred to gr adua II y
complete the Internal market by 31 December 1992; whereas successive
European Councils have recognised the need for a single Internal
market. and, In particular In Rhodes. the need for a single energy
market;
Whereas there must be greater Integration of the European energy market
If a single Internal market Is to be achieved; whereas natural gas /s
an essential component of the Community's energy balance;
Whereas the object /ve of the single natural gas market Is to ensure
greater profitability and security of supply by freer trade but avoid
unacceptable restrictions on competition; whereas the special nature of
the natural gas sector must be taken Into account In the pursuit of
this objective;
Whereas there Is already Increasing trade In natural gas each year
between high-pressure gas transmission grids In Europe; whereas the
Community's security of natural gas supply can be Improved and costs
can be reduced by coordinating the building and operation of the Interconnections required for such trade;
Whereas It Is possible and desirable to Increase the number of Interconnect Ions to Integrate more regions or even Member States which are
not yet or are not fully /Inked up Into the European transmission grid
and, thereby, to Improve the security and quality of natural gas
supply;
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Whereas In the future Interconnections between several Member States
w/1/ need to be made to allow adequate supply and compliance with
the naturnl gas transit obligation will have the effect of reducing
non-technical obstacles: whereas compliance with this obligation
constitutes a first stage In the development of the Internal market for
natural gFJ.s.
Whereas this obligation must, at least at this stage, be confined to
the transit of natural gas through high-pressure grids;
Whereas the financial, technical and legal conditions for such transit
must, as a general rule, be worked out dl rect ly between the transmission companies concerned;
Whereas the conditions of transit should be equitable and should not
bring about, directly or Indirectly, conditions contrary to Community
competition rules;
Whereas It Is necessary, In order to realise this first stage of the
Internal energy market In satisfactory competitive conditions, to
approximate legislative, regulatory or administrative provisions passed
by Afember States so as to provide a proced..Jral framework for the fomulation of these
agreements In the most transparent manner;
decide, before
Whereas It could prove necessary for the Ccx..ncil to
7 January 1993, without prejudice to the Commission's own powers,
comp I ement ary condItIons governIng the moda II tIes of I nt r a-CommunIty
transit;

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE:
Article 7
Member St etes shall take the measures necessary to ensure comp/1 ance
with tf1e obi/gat /on for the transit of natural gas through highpressure ges transmission grids In accordance with the conditions laid
down In this Directive.
Article 2
1.

TrtJnsm/s::;lon of nD.t'LtrtJI gas under the following condlt Ions shall
constitute transit or natural gns through transmission grids within
the meaning of this Directive:
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(a)

the transport Is carried out through the high-pressure gas
grid on the territory of a Member State;

(b)

the transport
companies.

Is carried out

between Member States'

gas

2.

Operations Involved In such transmission and contributing to the
security and quality of natural gas supply shall be considered to
form part of transit within the meaning of this Directive.

3.

The high-pressure natural gas transmission grids and the entitles
responsible for them, which are listed In the Annex, shall be
covered by the provisions of this Dl rect lve. This list shall be
revised whenever necessary by decision of the Commission.
Article 3

1.

The conditions of natural gas transit through gas transmission
grids shall be negotiated and agreed by the bodies responsible for
the grids concerned.

2.

Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure
examination by the entitles which come under their territorial
jurisdiction of any request for transit according to the following
conditions;
Any request for transit shall, within eight (8) days, be
communicated by the requesting entity or entities to the Ccmniss10n and the
national competent authorities;
The responsible entitles shall be obliged, within a maximum of
one month, to open negotiations on the conditions of the
natural gas transit requested;
The transit conditions must be equitable for all the parties
concerned and should not Include unfair clauses or unjustified
restrictions, In particular, payment for transit must take
account of the responsibilities of the entity responsible for
transit for ensuring security of supply and contractual quality
of service;
The Commission and the national competent authorities shall be
Informed, within eight (8) days, of any agreement on transit;
If, after twelve months following the communi cat ion of the
request, negotIatIons have not achieved an agreement, ttJe
Commission and the national authorities will be Informed,
without delay, by the Interested parties who have to Indicate
their reasons.

.rs
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Article 4

In the absence of due reasons for the failure to reach an agreement or if the reasons
appear
unjustified or Insufficient, the Commission, acting on a
complaint from the requesting body or on Its own Initiative, shall put
In hand the procedures provided for by the Treaty or any other applicable
provision of Community law.
Article 5

Before 1 January 1993, without prejudice to the Comm/sslon·s own
powers, the Council will decide - as far as It Is necessary complementary conditions governing the detailed rules of Intra-Community
transit.
Article 6

Member States shall bring Into force the taws, regulations and
administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive not
later than 1 July 1990. They shall forthwith Inform the Commission
thereof and communicate to the Commission the provisions of national
law which they adopt In the field covered by this Directive.
The provisions adopted pursuant to the Jirst paragraph shall make express
reference to this Directive.
Article 7

This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
Done at Brussels,

Fer the Council
The President

Annex

List of ontltlos and hJQh-prossuro gaG transmls31on r,rldG

Entity

Member State
Federal
Repub I Ic
of Germany

Baycrngas GmbH
BEB Erdgas und Erdol GmbH
Deutsche Erdgas Transport
GmbH

Grid
Grid supplying end
distributors
(municipal
authorities, etc.)
and maJor
end consumers

Energlevorsorgung Wcsor
Ams AG (EVIE)
Erdgas Vorkaufs Gcsol 1schaft mbH
Forngas Nordbayern GmbH
Ferngas Salzgltter GmbH
Gas-Union GmbH
Mob I I 0 I I AG
Ruhrgas AG
Saar Ferngas AG
Thyssengas GmbH
Verolnlgte Elektrlzltatswerko Westfalen AG (VEW)
Westfal lsche Forngas AG
Energleversorgung
Mittel rhein
EWAG, Nurnberg
Erdgas Schwaben GmbH
Erdgas SUdbayorn GmbH

"

GEW Koln
Gasversorgung Suddeutschland
Gasversorgung Sudhannover
Nordhessen

"
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EntIty

Member State

Hamburger Gaswerke

Grid
II

Landesgasversorgung
Nledersachsen
Maln-Gaswerke AG

II

Schleswag AG

II

Sudhesslsche Gas und
Wasser AG

II

Technlsche Werke der Stadt
stuttgart AG

II

Thuga AG

II

GASAG, Berlin

II

Belgium

Dlstrlgaz SA

II

Denmark

Dansie Naturgas A/S

II

Spain

Empresa Naclonal de Gas SA
(ENAGAS)

II

Catalana de Gas

II

Gas de Euskadl

II

Greece

DEPA

II

Luxembourg

SOTEG

"

Netherlands

NV Nederlandse Gasunle

II

Italy

Snam S.p.A.

France

Gaz de France

.
Public grid

SNGSO

II

UnIted KIngdom

British Gas

II

Ireland

Irish Gas Board

II

